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Confessions Of Faith Financial Prosperity
God is not poverty-stricken, and He does not produce poverty-stricken children.
The Bible abounds with promises that God will open the windows of heaven,
satisfy us, shower down blessing on us, provide for us, replenish us, and prosper
us. Yet, despite all these powerful promises, Christians don't always know how to
receive His provision. Now, from the inspirational writings of E. W. Kenyon and
Don Gossett comes a book to help you excellently receive all that God has for
you by daring to stand on the promises for financial blessing and success found
in God's Word. You will understand... How to stop worrying about finances How
to get a better job How to become a joyful giver How to pray and get results How
confession leads to possession How God can work miracles in your life When
you were born again, you were not born to be defeated. You were born to be a
conqueror. Declare the truth of Romans 8:37: "I am more than a conqueror
through Christ!" Think victory, not defeat. Speak triumphant words, not words of
failure. Act like a conqueror, for in Christ, you are!
As for God, His way is perfect; The word of the LORD is proven; He is a shield to
all who trust in Him. For who is God, except the LORD? And who is a rock,
except our God? It is God who arms me with strength, And makes my way
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perfect. He makes my feet like the feet of deer, And sets me on my high places.
He teaches my hands to make war, So that my arms can bend a bow of bronze.
You have also given me the shield of Your salvation; Your right hand has held
me up, Your gentleness has made me great. Psalm 18:30-35 The book is the
compilation of what we consider to be some of the best chapters in the many
different books that we wrote.
¿What do you want most? Is it financial freedom, lasting relationships, healthy
lifestyle and happiness¿?¿ Well! Probably you have wondered what is it that
makes other people achieve whatever they want in life, while others stay below
average. And chances are you would be interested in finding out the reasons.
The difference lies in what each person knows and how he or she makes use of
that knowledge. Good News! You don't have to wonder anymore. "Success
leaves clues" and this book was written specifically for people like you and will
guide you step by step through principles of prosperity that have helped many
achieve their dreams of financial freedom. Let¿s face it; you could do better with
more money in your bank account. On top of that you could also enjoy free time
with your family if you know how to work smart. If that sound like what you really
need, just pause, take a deep breath and imagine how the application of what
you are just about to learn will change your life. It¿s never too late to be the
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person you always wanted to be. You can achieve your dreams and visions if you
only know how. And that is why this book is worth your investment. To use the
word 'unique' would be probably unjust, however, let me say this book is not a
get rich quickly hype. This book reveals a tremendous wealth of valuable
information on how you too can change your life from lack into a life of
abundance. The principles discussed in this book are tested and proven and with
time will help you achieve whatever you want in life. It's true, this could just be the
missing key you have always wanted to start a life of Nothing missing and
Nothing broken - "True Prosperity." Applying the principles you will learn in this
book, could result in you enjoying a more abundant lifestyle without sacrificing
anything that you value: your believe, your health, your relationships, your
freedom and happiness¿ Take it from me, life just got better. You will learn how
to: Harness the power of your thought life and start thinking like a millionaire Set
your goals and achieve them Gather a team of people interested in helping you
achieve your dreams Use your time wisely and productively Tap into your
creative power and have people wanting to give you money for your ideas And
many more other ways to help you achieve your lifetime success.
John Stott’s masterly distillation of sixty years’ reflection on Christian
discipleship ranges over the history of the church and its formative teachings, as
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well as the world-wide church today. He expounds the trinitarian character of the
evangelical faith: the gracious initiative of God the Father in revealing himself to
us, of Jesus Christ in redeeming us through the cross, and of the indwelling Holy
Spirit in transforming us. This is why the three-fold emphasis of evangelical faith
is upon the Word of God, the once-for-all nature of the work of Christ and the
active, continuing work of the Spirit. This edition of Evangelical Truth contains
The Cape Town Commitment, a document produced by The Lausanne
Movement faithfully reflecting the proceedings of The Third Lausanne Congress
on World Evangelization.
What did Napoleon Bonaparte, Henry Ford, and Andrew Carnegie all have in
common as the key to their success? They each had immense confidence in
their goals. They left no room or quarter for failure. They had faith. Author Paul
Ramseyer takes the works of Napoleon Hill, a leading expert on success, and
shows readers how to apply the same principles to their faith in God. Paul
discovered how to use this power to drive stage 4 cancer out of his body. He also
shows the reader how the Bible commands that requests in prayer be made in
faith. He goes on to explain how this required faith is the only method we have to
reach our full potential. With examples drawn from the most successful men in
history, Paul doesn't just tell you to have faith, but teaches how you, like they,
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can decide to claim it and then gives detailed instructions how you can put it to
work on your behalf. Are people sick, stuck in poverty, or victims to repeating
sins? He shows readers that they don't have to be. In faith, all things are
possible. With the Mechanics of Faith, readers are able to see how faith works to
produce in their lives the results that they have been promised. Paul Ramseyer
lives in Bloomfield, Iowa. In 2006, Paul learned from the past masters of industry
and technology and the Bible how to drive stage four cancer from his body and is
called to teach people everywhere how they too can be overcomers and not
mere victims of circumstance.
Well-known pastor and TV personality Creflo Dollar offers proven biblical
principles that will help all of God's children leave lack behind and learn to live in
true prosperity in every area of life. Those who want to improve or change their
life situations will find practical help in the pages of this dynamic book.
Now you can have a word of encouragement...a word of inspiration... a word of
faith…every day of the year! Written by Kenneth and Gloria Copeland, From Faith
to Faith daily devotional deals with real living. From their own experience, the
Copelands know the fight of faith isn't won overnight. It's won little by little in the
practical territory of everyday life. From Faith to Faith talks about the struggles
you face every day...struggles with weariness, irritation, children, finances, even
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overeating. Kenneth and Gloria show you how, by applying the Word of God, you
can make major changes for victory in every area of your life. Just
think…breakfast, your Bible, and a big word of encouragement and faith from
Kenneth and Gloria Copeland every day of the year. You will grow From Faith to
Faith.
Millions desperate for hope and solutions are enticed by the promise of the prosperity
gospel - that God will do whatever they need with just a little faith and a financial gift. All
the while, prosperity preachers exploit the poor and the needy to stockpile their riches.
What can followers of the true gospel do to combat the deception? Through a
remarkable and fascinating journey, Costi Hinn went from a next-generation prosperity
preacher to the first to abandon the family faith and share the true gospel. Nephew of
the world-famous televangelist, Benny Hinn, Costi had a front-row seat to the inner
workings and theology of the prosperity gospel. But as Costi's faith deepened, so did
his questions about prosperity teaching. As the deceptions in his past were exposed,
Costi came face to face with the hypocrisy and devastation caused by his belief system,
and the overwhelming truth about the real Jesus Christ. This captivating look into the
daily lives of one of the world's leading prosperity dynasties offers a thoughtful
perspective on the perils of greed, the power of the true gospel, and hope for the future
of the global church. Through real-life stories, Costi challenges and equips readers to
be living lights pointing the way to the true gospel and the saving grace of Christ. God,
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Greed, and the (Prosperity) Gospel will bolster your faith and encourage your own
journey toward the Truth.
God wants you Blessed but you must understand how to get into the Blessings.
Prosperity scriptures must be confessed to activate our faith. The Last days are days of
the supernatural and Believers will get wealth creating ideas while they get God's word
into their spirit man.
In this immersive ethnography, Tony Tian-Ren Lin explores the reasons that Latin
American immigrants across the United States are increasingly drawn to Prosperity
Gospel Pentecostalism, a strand of Protestantism gaining popularity around the world.
Lin contends that Latinos embrace Prosperity Gospel, which teaches that believers may
achieve both divine salvation and worldly success, because it helps them account for
the contradictions of their lives as immigrants. Weaving together his informants'
firsthand accounts of their religious experiences and everyday lives, Lin offers poignant
insight into how they see their faith transforming them both as individuals and as
communities. The theology fuses salvation with material goods so that as these
immigrants pursue spiritual rewards they are also, perhaps paradoxically, striving for
the American dream. But after all, Lin observes, prosperity is the gospel of the
American dream. In this way, while becoming better Prosperity Gospel Pentecostals
they are also adopting traditional white American norms. Yet this is not a story of
smooth assimilation as most of these immigrants must deal with the immensity of the
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broader cultural and political resistance to their actually becoming Americans. Rather,
Prosperity Gospel Pentecostalism gives Latinos the logic and understanding of
themselves as those who belong in this country yet remain perpetual outsiders.
Africans' prevailing interest in the prosperity gospel is not only connected to the
influence of American prosperity teachers reaching a worldwide audience through their
imaginative use of the media, but is also related to the African worldview and African
traditional religion, and its lasting influence on contemporary Africans and the way they
think about prosperity, as well as their interest in prosperity in post-colonial Africa. The
research from a classical Pentecostal perspective about the impact of the prosperity
message on Africa is necessary, timely, and relevant because of its influence in the
African Pentecostal movement and its potential to harm the faith of believers, leading to
the potential disillusionment of Christian believers who put their trust (and money) in
formulas and recipes that seemingly only work for others, especially the prosperity
leaders who lead by example with incredulous riches and wealth.
Be faithful in your giving and God will reward you financially. It's not always stated that
blatantly but the promises of the Prosperity Gospel--or the name-it-and-claim-it gospel,
the health-and-wealth gospel, the word of faith movement, or positive confession
theology--are false. Yet its message permeates the preaching of well-known Christian
leaders: Joyce Meyer, T. D. Jakes, Joel Osteen, Creflo Dollar, Kenneth and Gloria
Copeland, and many more. The appeal of this teaching crosses racial, gender,
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denominational, and international boundaries. Why are otherwise faithful Christians so
easily led astray? Because the Prosperity Gospel contains a grain of biblical truth,
greatly distorted. For anyone who knows that Prosperity Gospel theology is wrong but
has trouble articulating and refuting the finer points, this concise edition contains all the
robust arguments of the hard-hitting original edition in a shorter, more accessible form.
There are instructions set forth in the Word of God to teach men how to live a
prosperous life. True prosperity is the ability to apply the power of God to meet any
need spiritual, mental, and physical. In this book, Kenneth Copeland shares the
revelation of spiritual laws that govern prosperity. The Laws of Prosperity is written to
teach you how to apply these laws in your own life so that you can begin to enjoy the
great, abundant life that only God can provide.
God Wants You to Prosper! God's Word is full of financial promises and His desire for
you to have an abundant life. As you read and declare God's Word over your finances,
faith will begin to build in your heart for these promises to come to pass. You wil receive
the wisdom of God and have His Word working behind the scenes on your behalf! The
book of Proverbs states that life and death are in the power of the tongue. What you
talk about, you bring to pass. Start declaring these Scripture Confessions for yourself
and your loved ones and set your life on course for an abundant future!

T.D. Jakes has emerged as one of the most prolific spiritual leaders of our time.
He is pastor of one of the largest churches in the country, CEO of a multimillion
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dollar empire, the host of a television program, author of a dozen bestsellers, and
the producer of two Grammy Award-nominated CDs and three critically
acclaimed plays. In 2001 Time magazine featured Jakes on the cover and asked:
Is Jakes the next Billy Graham T.D. Jakes draws on extensive research,
including interviews with numerous friends and colleagues of Jakes, to examine
both Jakes’s rise to prominence and proliferation of a faith industry bent on
producing spiritual commodities for mass consumption. Lee frames Jakes and his
success as a metaphor for changes in the Black Church and American
Protestantism more broadly, looking at the ramifications of his rise—and the rise of
similar preachers—for the way in which religion is practiced in this country, how
social issues are confronted or ignored, and what is distinctly “American” about
Jakes's emergence. While offering elements of biography, the work also seeks to
shed light on important aspects of the contemporary American and African
American religious experience. Lee contends that Jakes’s widespread success
symbolizes a religious realignment in which mainline churches nationwide are in
decline, while innovative churches are experiencing phenomenal growth. He
emphasizes the “American-ness” of Jakes’s story and reveals how preachers
like Jakes are drawing followers by delivering therapeutic and transformative
messages and providing spiritual commodities that are more in tune with
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postmodern sensibilities. As the first work to critically examine Bishop Jakes’s
life and message, T.D. Jakes is an important contribution to contemporary
American religion as well as popular culture.
Pentecostal and Charismatic Christianity is a global phenomenon that comprises
a quarter of the world's two billion Christians and is growing rapidly. This volume
reveals that the primary appeal of pentecostalism worldwide is as a religion of
healing. Contrary to popular stereotypes of flamboyant, fraudulent, anti-medical
"faith healing" televangelists who preach a materialistic, "health and wealth"
gospel, handle serpents, or sensationally "exorcize" demons, this book offers a
more nuanced portrait. The collected essays illumine local variations, hybridities,
and tensions in practices on six continents, and depict the extent of human
suffering and powerlessness experienced by people everywhere and the
attractiveness to many of a global religious movement that promises material
relief by invoking spiritual resources. This is the first book of its kind. Achieving
the twin goals of thick description and comparative analysis of global practices is
best achieved by bringing area experts into conversation. This volume's
distinguished, international team of contributors includes sociologists,
anthropologists, historians, political scientists, theologians, and religious studies
scholars from North America, Europe, and Africa. Read together, these essays
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set the agenda for a new program of scholarly inquiry into some of the largest
forces of change at work in the world today-globalization, pentecostalism, and
healing-each of which is extremely powerful in itself and which together are
reshaping our world in vastly significant ways.
I have presented a sound Scriptural foundation and teaching, in regards to how
you will truly and spiritually obtain The Favor of God upon your life. Therefore,
the sole purpose of this book is as follows: (1) to properly examine Scripture; (2)
to correctly interpret the misunderstood and misused principle of what the
general “Christian” community refers to as The Favor of God; and (3) address
the issue of how false teaching regarding this subject matter may unfortunately
mislead fellow Christians or other religious individuals down the wrong path of
righteous living and disobedience unto God. As an Oneness Christian Teacher,
Theologian, and Apologist, I would like to mention the fundamental Biblical
principle of which this book is based upon, as well as the position advocated in
this book–complete obedience and observance to The Word of God! In other
words, the fundamental Biblical principle can be found in the following
Scripture’s: Deuteronomy 6:4–6, 12:7–32, & 28:1–14; II Chronicles 7:14; Psalms
19:7–11; II Timothy 3:16. Finally, I would like to state that this book clearly and
objectively explains all that there is to know, in regards to properly obtaining
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Biblical prosperity in your life! My friend, I am quite certain that you will find this
book of great interest, encouraging, informative, and very pleasant to read. But
most of all, you will find that it is based upon sound doctrine!
Scripture is absolute when it comes to forgiveness. IF we forgive, THEN we are
forgiven. It’s that simple but no one said it was easy! Nonetheless, forgiveness
can be likened to a spiritual key that unlocks spiritual doors and opportunities! It
is also true to say, unless you release others you won’t be released. “Do not
judge, and you will not be judged. Do not condemn, and you will not be
condemned. Forgive, and you will be forgiven” (Luke 6:37 NIV). When we
forgive, a RELEASE takes place that can catapult us into our future and our
destiny. But vice versa is also true. All of us remain in bondage when we refuse
to forgive. We self injure and self-destruct when we choose not to forgive.
As a husband, you've got TREMENDOUS POWER in your tongue with which you
can speak God's blessings over your wife and home. In this book, there's a
treasury of over 400 powerful scriptural confessions and prayers that cover
different aspects and needs in your wife's life - her salvation, spiritual growth, sex
life, financial breakthrough, peace of mind, wisdom, divine favour, sound health,
divine direction, fruitfulness, all-round prosperity and many more blessings.God's
unfailing Words , in your mouth, are exceedingly powerful, when uttered with
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unshakeable faith and unrelenting fervency. The counsel of God shall stand in
your wife's life and in your home, no matter the challenges or battles you are
faced with right now.FROM TODAY, start speaking blessings using this book,
scroll up and click on "Buy Now".Many a time, we have concerns and issues that
are deeply rooted in our nature that can be only addressed in the place of prayer.
As a husband, YOU NEED TO GET TO A POINT where you stop wanting your
wife to change for you and start praying purposefully and fervently for God to
transform and bless your wife. Everyday is an OPPORTUNITY for you to pray
over your wife and marriage. The more you pray and speak God's Words of
blessings, the more of God's power you will experience!FROM TODAY, start
speaking blessings using this book, scroll up and click on "Buy Now".I await your
great testimonies!!You are blessed!!!
The aim of this book is to provide a way to do justice to an African language of
faith. In systematic theology, anthropology and philosophy of religion, similar
debates about how to interpret an African language of faith are ongoing. Trying to
avoid the ‘othering’ discourses of past generations, scholars are careful to take
seriously what people in Africa say without portraying people’s beliefs as weird
or backward. Yet, in their desperate attempts to avoid othering, these
theologians, anthropologists and philosophers often painfully misconstrue the
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language of faith in Africa. Understanding the language of faith in Southern Africa
is not an easy task. How should we take seriously the form of language that often
seems so strange and different? I argue that, after African inculturation theology
and black liberation theology, a better way to make sense of being a Christian in
Southern Africa is to pay close attention to people’s language of faith. The way
in which people speak of the spirit world or powers in Africa appears strange to
outsiders, and the sense of community and the holistic worldview differentiates
the African way of life from its Euro-American counterparts. When proper
attention is paid to the use of concepts like spirit world, power, community and
holism, language of faith in Southern Africa is neither as strange as it may seem,
nor as romantic. By investigating these distinguishing concepts that colour
language of faith in Southern Africa, this book contributes to future projects of
both fellow theologians who try to construct a contemporary African theology and
those who are interested in theology in Africa given the well-known southward
shift of the centre of gravity of Christianity.
The Black Church Studies Reader addresses the depth and breadth of Black
theological studies, from Biblical studies and ethics to homiletics and pastoral
care. The book examines salient themes of social and religious significance such
as gender, sexuality, race, social class, health care, and public policy. While the
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volume centers around African American experiences and studies, it also attends
to broader African continental and Diasporan religious contexts. The contributors
reflect an interdisciplinary blend of Black Church Studies scholars and
practitioners from across the country. The text seeks to address the following
fundamental questions: What constitutes Black Church Studies as a discipline or
field of study? What is the significance of Black Church Studies for theological
education? What is the relationship between Black Church Studies and the
broader academic study of Black religions? What is the relationship between
Black Church Studies and local congregations (as well as other faith-based
entities)? The book's search for the answers to these questions is compelling and
illuminating.
You know Jesus died for your sins, sickness, and death, but did you also know He
crucified and was resurrected so that you could prosper? God's Creative Power for
Finances by Charles Capps provides clear Bible teaching and reveals God's promises
regarding His will for your finances. Learn to use the authority of God and the promises
in His Word to change your financial situation. This pocket size book will teach you the
principals of sowing and reaping, faith, and spiritual authority. God wants the best for
His children; He doesn't want you to lack, but desires you to prosper in every area.
THE BLESSING of The LORD is God's original plan for you. Contrary to popular belief,
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He doesn t want you sick, broke and lonely. He wants to make you rich in every area of
life your health, finances, relationships and more. In this hard-cover book, you will learn:
God s original intent for His people to live in THE BLESSING God s plan to restore THE
BLESSING after man sinned How God has empowered you to succeed How Jesus
connects us to THE BLESSING Why THE BLESSING is not just a spiritual reality, but a
material reality, too How to be living proof of THE BLESSING to others How love
governs the operation of THE BLESSING. No matter where you are in the progress of
your life as a Christian, learn more about God and His relationship with you as you dig
deeper into the vital message of THE BLESSING. Allow this revelation that changed
Kenneth Copeland s life forever to convert your thinking, fuel your faith and accomplish
God s will for your life, too. Set yourself on the path to guaranteed success today. Your
BLESSED life of peace and joy awaits you!
God Wants You to Prosper! God's Word is full of financial promises and His desire for
you to have an abundant life. As you read and declare God's Word over your finances,
faith will begin to build in your heart for these promises to come to pass. You will
receive the wisdom of God and have His Word working behind the scenes on your
behalf! The book of Proverbs states that life and death are in the power of the tongue.
What you talk about, you bring to pass. Start declaring these Scripture Confessions for
yourself and your loved ones and set your life on course for an abundant future!
When you are beset by life’s challenges, where do you turn? God’s Word is the only
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sure anchor in the storm. For days when hope is hard to find, bestselling authors, Keith
and Megan Provance, offer this compilation of topically arranged, power-packed
decrees, taken straight from God’s Word. This powerful collection of personalized
declarations of faith will empower, equip, and encourage you to be an overcomer, no
matter what life throws at you. Topics include: Faith Healing Finances Protection
Wisdom Guidance Relationships And much more! Scripture Confessions includes five
books of the bestselling Scripture Confessions Series, compiled into one edition. With
more than 500,000 copies sold in the series, this collection is a vital tool that will deliver
life-changing words of faith, for everyday use.
The faith confessions written in this book have their foundation in the scriptures. Study
notes are given after each confession for reference and meditation. This book unveils
the benefits and power that occur when faith confessions are made. (Christian)
In recent decades the ancient apocalyptic work 1 Enoch has been intensively explored
for its historical meaning and its contribution to Israelite and Christ-movement thought
and identity. Yet its theological meaning, what it can contribute to understanding of the
divine-human interface today, has been neglected by scholarship. This is surprising
given that 1 Enoch is Scripture for the Ethiopian and Eritrean Orthodox churches and
has been a major influence on Christian theology, experience, and art in Ethiopia since
the fifth and sixth centuries CE. This book inaugurates a project in Western scholarship
to bring 1 Enoch into theological discussion. It contains a number of essays delivered at
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meetings in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, and Cheltenham, England, involving scholars from
Ethiopia, Germany, the UK, and the USA. The papers cover topics such as the
appropriate theological response to a text that is Scripture for only some Christians; the
role of 1 Enoch in Ethiopian ecclesial and theological tradition; the theological potential
of 1 Enoch in areas such as the environment, politics, social justice, Christology,
persecution, the problem of evil and how 1 Enoch stimulates artistic expression today.
The Blessing of Enoch aims to launch a wider discussion on 1 Enoch and
contemporary theology.
Is prosperity truly Gods plan for you? Claim the physical and spiritual riches that are
yours. Once you understand the plan of abundance God has designed, youll never
again accept anything less. Through this scriptural study by Kenneth Copeland, you
can be sure that when it comes to Prosperity: The Choice Is Yours.
Profound demographic and cultural changes in American society over the last half
century have unsettled conventional understandings of the relationship between
religious and political identity. The "Protestant mainline" continues to shrink in numbers,
as well as in cultural and political influence. The growing population of American
Muslims seek both acceptance and a firmer footing within the nation’s cultural and
political imagination. Debates over contraception, same-sex relationships, and
"prosperity" preaching continue to roil the waters of American cultural politics. Perhaps
most remarkably, the fastest-rising religious demographic in most public opinion
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surveys is "none," giving rise to a new demographic that Gutterman and Murphy name
"Religious Independents." Even the evangelical movement, which powerfully re-entered
American politics during the 1970s and 1980s and retains a strong foothold in the
Republican Party, has undergone generational turnover and no longer represents a
monolithic political bloc. Political Religion and Religious Politics:Navigating Identities in
the United States explores the multifaceted implications of these developments by
examining a series of contentious issues in contemporary American politics. Gutterman
and Murphy take up the controversy over the "Ground Zero Mosque," the political and
legal battles over the contraception mandate in the Affordable Health Care Act and the
ensuing Supreme Court Hobby Lobby decision, the national response to the Great
Recession and the rise in economic inequality, and battles over the public school
curricula, seizing on these divisive challenges as opportunities to illuminate the
changing role of religion in American public life. Placing the current moment into
historical perspective, and reflecting on the possible future of religion, politics, and
cultural conflict in the United States, Gutterman and Murphy explore the cultural and
political dynamics of evolving notions of national and religious identity. They argue that
questions of religion are questions of identity -- personal, social, and political identity -and that they function in many of the same ways as race, sex, gender, and ethnicity in
the construction of personal meaning, the fostering of solidarity with others, and the
conflict they can occasion in the political arena.
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In Candy Gunther Brown's view, science cannot prove prayer's healing power, but what
scientists can and should do is study prayer's measurable effects on health. If prayer
benefits, even indirectly, then more careful attention to prayer practices could impact
global health, particuarly in places without access to conventional medicine.
How have millions of American Christians come to measure spiritual progress in terms
of their financial status and physical well-being? How has the movement variously
called Word of Faith, Health and Wealth, Name It and Claim It, or simply prosperity
gospel come to dominate much of our contemporary religious landscape? Kate
Bowler's Blessed is the first book to fully explore the origins, unifying themes, and major
figures of a burgeoning movement that now claims millions of followers in America.
Bowler traces the roots of the prosperity gospel: from the touring mesmerists,
metaphysical sages, pentecostal healers, business oracles, and princely prophets of
the early 20th century; through mid-century positive thinkers like Norman Vincent Peale
and revivalists like Oral Roberts and Kenneth Hagin; to today's hugely successful
prosperity preachers. Bowler focuses on such contemporary figures as Creflo Dollar,
pastor of Atlanta's 30,000-member World Changers Church International; Joel Osteen,
known as "the smiling preacher," with a weekly audience of seven million; T. D. Jakes,
named by Time magazine one of America's most influential new religious leaders;
Joyce Meyer, evangelist and women's empowerment guru; and many others. At almost
any moment, day or night, the American public can tune in to these preachers-on TV,
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radio, podcasts, and in their megachurches-to hear the message that God desires to
bless them with wealth and health. Bowler offers an interpretive framework for scholars
and general readers alike to understand the diverse expressions of Christian
abundance as a cohesive movement bound by shared understandings and common
goals.
In this actual generation, God is practically absent. The World is now a place where
personal glory, fame and riches is the prime goal of everybody. The society is now a
success driven one and the importance of having money and riches has never been
more important. Christianity have unfortunately been caught up in this movement and
we now have a new type of gospel known to many as the Prosperity Gospel. For many,
this gospel is the intention or blessings that God has declared for his followers, for
others this is simply a twisted and corrupted version of the real Gospel. This book is an
invitation to review the claims of the prosperity gospel and at the same time, review
what the Bible really teaches. Are we born to be rich and possess the world ? Are we to
live in extreme riches and abundance until our Lord returns or are we called to live out
as followers and disciples of Jesus, being content with what we have and leaving
everything we need to Jesus? Does God really promises all the riches of the world to all
of us once we start following Jesus ? Join me in this interesting and most important
exploration of the hottest topic around, The prosperity gospel.
Someone once said, “Happiness begins between your ears and your mind is the
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drawing room for tomorrow’s circumstances...” Remember, what happens in your mind
will happen in time, and therefore one of our first priorities must be mind-management.
All of us suffer with bombardments in the mind, none of us are immune. It certainly is a
battlefield, but we must learn to be free, but how? In this book you will discover: • The
unhealthy Mind • Professions that Specialise • Happiness begins between your Ears •
Faith Relentlessly Speaks • Renewal of the Mind • Create a Climate of Confidence •
And so much more...
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